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The OECD Corporate Profit Tax proposals has raised the question for Ireland as to the role of 

12.5% tax in our attractiveness as a location for mobile Foreign Direct Investment, and the 

implications of going to a higher level of 15% or higher.  

 

Our goal of having low business corporate taxation has been constant over seven decades, 

and widely shared throughout the political spectrum. For EU State Aid reasons the rate itself 

has changed twice, going from 0% tax on exports to 10% tax on manufacturing to 12.5% tax 

on all substantial businesses.  Another move to 15% or similar levels driven by OECD 

global  concensus is not likely in itself to impact the incentive effect on mobility.  

 

What will be overall significant is changes in the differential between Irelands Corporation 

Profits Tax (CPT) and that of other countries especially the USA. The net impact of changes 

in US corporate changes under Presidents Trump and Biden remains to be seen.  

 

The overall role of relatively low CPT on mobile FDI has evolved as Ireland strengthens its 

attractiveness as FDI’s EMEA base – now the only English-speaking EU member-state, 

producing a high level of skilled young people and with deepening research networks. (Other 

aspects are weakening, with higher living costs (housing etc.) for staff,  and with 

infrastructure under pressure (energy, congestion etc.)). 

 

The OECD Corporate Tax proposals are an opportunity to consider whether there is 

scope to fundamentally incentivize Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) 

(employing 250 or less in the EU, 500 or less in the USA) to develop and grow more 

significantly. Typically, such companies when compared to Large Enterprises are lower in 

productivity, investment  and skills. Retaining more profits within the enterprise would 

increase the finance for such beneficial outcomes. This is especially the case in Ireland, 

which needs a stronger SME sector to complement the strength of the FDI and larger Irish 

enterprises segments.   

 

As the OECD proposals define as in-scope enterprises those well above the definitions of 

SMEs, such a focus on using Corporation Profits Taxation to build strength in SMEs does not 

need discussion at OECD level. It does need a national policy decision to develop the 

strength of all SMEs in Ireland by strategically using business taxation and especially 

Corporations Profit Taxation to increase retained investment in such businesses. The 

question is what rate would be an appropriate incentive, and clearly a rate significantly 

lower than 15%+ is required, such as 5%. This CPT differential between SMES and 

Larger Enterprises is intended to increase the funds available for internal investment and the 

incentive can be structured accordingly. The issue of State Aids needs to be taken into 

consideration and such a generic SME/Large company differential treated as a General 

Measure, and not as a State Aid. (This would need discussion at EU level, and could be part 

of Irelands positive contribution to the overall discussion).  

 

As SMEs contribution to CPT receipts are modest, and the benefits of higher investment and 

productivity positive for tax income, there is likely to be minimal net Exchequer cost. The 



scope for gaming the system by splitting up activities into smaller units etc. needs to be 

addressed. The income taken out of the business would as now be subject to normal personal 

taxation. At OECD level what is required is to ensure that the minimum level of 

turnover and/or employment for in-scope enterprises for the emerging CPT framework 

is kept at a reasonably high level and so will not apply to SMEs.    

 

To strengthen the productivity of the SME sector in Ireland overall, there are other business 

taxation issues that have been long discussed and now need to be addressed nationally (not at 

OECD or EU levels). They include the role of capital allowances, treatment of debt v equity, 

tax on share options, capital gains (especially for start-ups), income tax incentives for 

attracting very high-salary staff into SMEs, tax on family transfers, etc.    

 

In the 1950s, a strategic approach was taken to develop Ireland’s exporting manufacturing 

through low business taxation and other means, with long-lasting economic and social 

benefits. Ireland now needs a similar strategic approach to develop the productivity and 

strength of the SME sector, alongside the development of larger businesses both FDI and 

Irish-controlled, using business taxation and other means.  
 


